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Gov. Kerner to Visit Campus Todoy

b~

rehabilitation retreat, east of
Carbondale on Route 13. and
later the St_ate Hospital at
Anna.
In addition to hearing the
Governor. the students today
will listen to a discussion of
state government by Michael
Nee of the Winois Bell Telep.'lone Co.
Their schedule also includes drafting and debating
resolutions dealing With local.
state and national government
as well as international problems.
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On tap for T h u r s day
is a speech on Federal
government by Congressman
George E. Shipley from Olney. at 10 a.m. E. Claude Coleman, director of SIU's Plan
A program. will speak to the
group at 7:30 p.m.
Friday's session will be devoted to the United Nations
and its problems.
The leadership conference
is sponsored by the Depanment of Government and the
Divlsf'JR of Technical and
Adult Education.

· Alexander to Head Prisons Bureau
SIU *May *Play
Major Role in
Poverty War
The anti-poverty bill.
through which SIU may plan a
major role in Illinois, was
sent to President Johnson
Tuesday for his signature.
The bill seeks "to mobilize
the human and financial resources of the nation to combat poverty in the United
States" in the words of the
Senate repon on the bill.
Formally, the measure is
known as the Economic 0pportunity Act of 1964. It establishes the Office of Economic Opportunity, a!ld its
function will be to coordinate
all poverty-related programs
within all existing government agencies.
A section of the bill in
which SIU has indicated interest is Part B, the worktraining program. According
to the Senate repon, the economic opponunity office is
authorized to enter into agreements With state lind local governments or nonprofit
organizations.
The office is to pay part
of the cost of employment to
enable young men and women
in the 16-21 age bracket "to
• continue or resume their education or to increase the i r
employability."
According to the estimate
in the report, this could involve up to 200,000 young
adults.
Pan C of the bill provides
a work-study program. "Education is the key to the
prison uf poveny:' theSenate
repon states. The cost of this
part of the program is estimated at $71.700.000, and the
I III noi s share is set at
$3,169,810, according to a
table in the Senate repon.
In this phase of the pro(ContillUed

aft
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Faculty Member
Gets U.S. Post

A THIRSTY BEAGLE TAKES A PAUSE THAT REFRESHES IN FRONT OF OLD MAIN.

Year's Cosl Is

'270~OOO

The Best Things in Life-Like Textbooks,
It Says Here-Aren't Necessarily Free
The best thinp in life aren't
necessarily free -- at least
not when It comes to getting
an education.
Taite textbooks for
example. According to Heinle
Stroman. managerofTelltboot
Service, SlU spent $210.000
to purchase some 49.109telltbooks last year.
They ranged in cost from

400 Visitors Here for Tours
Of Two University Farms
About 400 farmers and agricultural expens are expected
to tour the University's tWO
dairy and steer-hog test farms
today.
The tours are designed to
demonstrate management
practlces on the test farms.
They are tbe first such
programs to be held at the
farm management dem£'.stration units at SIU. TO!
program is sponsored by the
SIU Depanment of Agricultural Industries and the Lincoln Farm Bureau Management Service.
SIU operates the twO familysi2:ed units as commercial

farms, under conditions existing in Southern minols. The
farms also provide information for management researcb
and teaching.
The dairy farm Is managed
by J(enneth Roper. Harold
Byers heads the steer-hog
farm. Both are located on
:l4urphysboro Route ••
Registration will be from
8:30 to 9:30 a.m. at the farms.
Walter J. Wills, chairman
of the Department of Agricultural Industries. will welcome the group. A.J. Berwick.
president of the Doane Agricultural Service, Inc., will
speak.

35 celllS to $35. witb an average of $5.46 per boot.
According to Sttoman. the
35 celli books frequently are
just . .mpblds and supplemental material and the $35
ones are required for several Il00100 and priJIdng and
pbofograpby courses.
The 49.709 boots ackIedthis
year pushes the telltbook total to somewhere herween 140.
000 and ISO,OOO,Stromans;Ud.

graduate studelll: who doesn't
w~ to buy his books Will
try to have an undergraduate
cbect them out for him. But
tbe Textbook Service has a device for checking that son
of thinKDeginni. with the fall quarter Telltbook ServIce's quarters wiD be enlarged and tbe
current rale of 500 students
accommodated per bour Will
be increased. Stroman- said.

for old courses.
"We bave..ery Uttle actUal
loss of boots-abour one to
two per cent. Boots are often
deUnque. for a periodoftime.
but do e..entually come in:·
Stroman said.
Boots generally don't last
more than tIuee Jears--"especially ~ boots:' be

V acaf·Ion Hours

!!: :r:s:e:.!.!: Credit Union Sets

said.

Boots beginning to sbow
wear are rebound by the Ubrary bindary. They are given
a binding as good or better
than tile original.
1be change this year of requiring graduate studenm to
purchase their boots bas been
very satisfactory.
Occasionally. bowever, a

An SIU faculty member bas
been selected to head the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
Myrl E. Alexander. 54. Will
be returning to the federal
agency with which he was
associated for more than 30
years before coming to SIU
In 1961.
His appointment, announced
by Attorney General Roben F.
Kennedy. will probably take
effect late this month. As director of the bureau. Alexander will succeed .James V.
Bennett. who has been nicknamed "Mr. Prisons'· during
the course of his long career.
Bennett will reach the
mandatory retirement age of
70 on Aug. 28; he will remain
as a consultant to the attorney
general at the request of
Kennedy.
Alexander said discussions
about the appointment have
taken place over a period of
a month or twO and last week
he conferred With the anorney
general in W::shington. No
definite date has been set for
his taking over the poSition,
Alexander said.
Alexander started with the
Bureau of Prisons at the age
of 21. when he took wbat he
thought was a "depression
Job" as counselor at the federal prison in Atlanta. Ga. At
first, he considered the p0sition as a stop-gap, but he
developed a career within
corrections work.
For 16 years, be was "in
tbe field'· as a counselor.
parole officer. associate warden and warden. At one time.
he was parole executive fortbe
U.S. Board of Paroles.
He was In Washington 14
years and at the time of his
redrement from the Bureau
of Prisons. he was assistant
directOr.
At the end of World War
n. he was loaned by the Department of Justice to the
Army and he served as chief
(c..ti...... Pqe2)

The sru Credit Union wiD
begin BUmmer vacation hour.
Aug. 15. They wiUluttbroup

Aug. 29.
Wbile thetreaaurerisaway.
certain directoR WiD keep
the office open from 8:30a.m.
UlIdl noon on the fo1lowinc
days only:
Wednesday. Aug. 19; Friday, Aug. 2l. Monday. Aug.
24. and Wedlleaday. Aug. 26A Credit UDion spokesman
urged members to take care
of their regular business with
the organization before Aug.
15 80 the special opeDings can
be reserYed for urgent or
unanticipated business.

IIYRL.E. ALEXANDER

P.,.2
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Miss Bach Retires,
But Won't Be Idle
By Becky Storey
After 36 years of teaching.
Louise Bach is looking for
·1eisure. not idleness:'
., plan to look forward and
not loot back:' the softspoken English tea c her
explained.
LOOking bact, Miss Bach.
who has retired as an assistant
professor of English. can view
a long. active and productive
career as an educator. In her
36 years of aSSOCiation with
Carbondale and SIU she has
been:
--An English teacher at
Carbondale Community High
School.
--Supervisor of English at
University High School.
--Director of the SlUlnformaion Service.

"Tbe Information Service
wasn't a fUll-time job because
at that time I also was on the
faculty." she explained.
Before coming to Carbondale, Miss Bach taught English and speech at Sullivan
Township High School, Sulli-

van.

m.

"It was my first teaching
job:' she explained.
In her long career, Miss
Bach has had an opponunity
to observe thousands of
youngsters. Surpr:lsing as it
may seem, she says students
today are no better or no
worse than they were when
she walked into her first
classroom in Sullivan.
"Every year and every
generation brings its own
problems," she said. "and
I believe the University is
doing a good job of teeping up
with the growing trend:'
Of course. there have been
changes -- great changes-during her years here. When
she first came to Southern,
Miss Bach said ber classes
were in the Allyn Building.
., At that time the high school
students went to classon campus just like the University
students:' she said.
To Miss Bach. one of the
most imponant steps made
at Southern was the change
from a teacher's college to
a university.
"With this revision, the
school better serves the area
for which it was intended,"
she explained. And she added
LOUISE BACH
that she feels SIU is "still
growing in its versatility and
capability."
How does one suddenly stop
working after 36 years? Miss
Bach said she really isn't
cenain and that she has no
definite plans now that she
is out from under the strain
of a daily classroom routine.
"1 Intend to do some things
for which I never seemed fO
find time before:' she explained. After that -- well,
she'll just wait and see.
Miss Bach calls Bloomington, RI., "home" but she plans
Fair to panlyc1oudyandcool- to maintain her residence at
er Wednesday. High 75 to 84. 6 IO S. Thompson St.

Today'.
Weather

MRS. SHIRLEY BROWN AT UNIVERSITY SWITCHBOARD

She's Never Off DUly

Chief SIU Telephone Operator
Works, Studies, Raises Family
By Carole Daesch
Ever consider working 24
hours a day, 365 days a year?
That's what Mrs. Virginia
Smith, chief telephone operator on campus. does-theoretically.
at
least.
Actually, Mrs. Smith worts
various shifts regularly, but
is on call 24 hours a day.
"This allows me to arrange
my classes around my work
schedule:' she explained.
Mrs. Smith is also a student
majoring in German and the
mother
of three lively
youngsters--Danny, 12; SUZie.
II; and Hoxie, 10.
"We also have two other
civil service employees-Mrs. Mae Lipe, who has been
an operator on campus for
10 years, and Mrs. Shirley
Brown. an operator for two
years and mother of four.
DUring a regular quaner we
emrloy about seven students:"
Mrs. Smith said.
Unlike the days of yesteryear when you picked up the
telephone and heard a voice
at the other end echo "number please:' today the telephone office functions primarily to give information to
campus callers and city long
distance operators, and to
handle special services.
These "special" services
include a conference trunk
(or line) which can be used
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free of charge by up to five
persons at a time. These may
be persons on campus, or
several from campus and one
from the city or one long
distance•.
Mrs. Smith also mentioned
that she shows a film entided "Telephone Counesy"
to. any interested groups which
can provide a place for
showing.
"I'm always happy to show
the film; it's to our advantage
as well as the public'sto show
It:' Mrs. Smith said.
If you ever wondered why
you have to dial eight digits
to call a city number from
the "free phone" at the University Center, it's because
this is a "restricted" line
and halts any long distance
calls. There are also "campus only" phones used primarily by resident fellows
and housemothers. "toll only"
and "non-restricted:'
"During such emergencies
as storms. fires and critical
illness. we have specific pro-

Myrl Alexander Is Appointed
Bureau of Prisons Director
(Continued from Page 1)

of prisons for the U.S. Military Government in Germany,
He spent a year in this work.
In 1957. he published a book·
on "Jail Administration" and.
it is considered an authorita..;
tive work in the field.
He retired from federal
service and accepted the appointment to establish the
Center for the Study of Crime,
Delinquency and Corrections
at SIU. This consisted of "just
me and the desk" when Alexander arrived.
Since that time, the center
has been involved in a pro-

YELLOW CAB CO•• INC.
Phone 457-81ll
PO • • • ' • • " .
PHILIP M. KIMMEl.

cedures
to follow. The
operator at the switchboard
must, of course, follow these
procedures. but also use her
own judgment and quickthinking to secure the proper
and fastest aid." Mrs. <Smith
Said.
The University students.
staff, and faculty rate high as
telephone users. according to
Mrs.
Smith.
They are
generally couneous and not
impatient and demanding as
is sometimes the case in the
business world.
"Our biggest headaches
come at the beginning of the
fall quaner when there are
so many new faculty members.
We are bombarded with
callers trying to locate these
people and we often don't have
a record of them yet:'
"The problem could be alleviated if the new faculty or
their offices could give us
the necessary information.
such as that which is given at
the post office:' Mrs. Smith
said.

c-_DALa. ILL.

gram seeking to determine the
causes of crime and to develop a juvenile delinquency
prevention program in East
St. Louis. The center was
also the first to receive a federal grant to train youth correctional workers.
The establishment ofthe SIU
center waS accompanied by the
development of the new federal
maximum-security institution
at Marlon.
Last summer. Bennett visited
the new institution and SIU
and worked with Alexander in
the production of a IS-minute
documentary movie describing the development of the
Marion institution.
As director of the Bureau
of Prisons. Alexander will be
in charge of the 31 major
penal and correctional institutio.. ~ and the 22,000 federal
prisone's in them.
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Kingsbus Kingsbury to Conduct

SIU's Summer Choir
Plans Aug. 20 Concert
The University Summer
Choir will give a concert at
8 p.m. Aug. 20 In Shryock
Auditorium.
Selections on the program
include "Now God Be Praised
in Heav"n Above" by Vulpius. ,. Adoramus Te" by
Corsi. and "Gloria"
by
Vivaldi.
Soloists are Ann Fischer.
first
soprano.
Margaret
Grauer, second soprano. and
Brenda Bostain. contralto.
Robert Kingsbury will conduct the concert. Janet Cox
will accompany the choir.
Members of the University
Summer Choir include:
Janice Bennett, Cheryl Biscontini. Norma Blackwell,
Leonard Boscarine, Brenda
Bostain;
Mary Jo Brock, Theresa
Brown, James Cavatona,
Brenda Chaffin. Lloyd Collins;
Meta Cozby, John Cren-

shaw, Jerry Dawe, Bonni!!
Ferneau, Ann Fischer;
Joseph Floyd, Earl Grauer.
Margaret Grauer, Ann Greathouse, Alben Hapke;
Louise Hanung, John Hendron, Susan Hill, Merel Hodel,
Barbara Hoults;
Kathryn Hunt, John Kemp.

Joan Kinney, Jo Knighr.
Charles Krabec;
Donna
Krewson, Linda
Lampman, Janet Lindstrom.
Lawrence Lubway. Karen
McCoachie;
Larry Miller, Kathern Newton, John Owen, Daniel Saathoff, Gail Shively;
Faith Silvey, Jill SiWicki,
Gloria Smith, PhilUp Taylor,
Davjd Tomlin, George Wisbroc;k, Betty Vehling.
o ,chestra Personnelfor the
concen are:
Cunis Price, violin; Charlene Clark, violin; John Wharton. viola; Lois Paylen, cello;
James Doyle. string bass;
David
Friend, trumpet;
Manha Brown, oboe; and Lawrence lntravaia. bassoon.
The University Summer
Raul Ayala, 22, a junior
from Chicago, was fined Tues- Choir concen is sponsored
day in Circuit Coun $25 plus by the Department of Music.
$5 costs on each of two
charges, distUrbing the peace
and disorderly conduct.
The Office i)f Student Affairs said it took no action
in the case because of the
circumstances. Nofunherexplanation was offered.

Peace Disturbance
Charged to StuJent

Organist, Singers
To Perform Sunday
As a partial fulfillment of
the degree Master of Music.
Sister Dolores Ann Rapp will
present an organ recital at 4
p. m. Sunday in Shryock
Auditorium.
Sister Dolores Ann will perform the works of three composers. Her first selection is
Andrea Gabrieli's "Messa
Domenichal:' The piece consists of seven parts: Toccata.
Kyrie, GlOria, Credo, Sanctus.
Agous Dei, and Amen.
The accompanying chant to
the "Messa Somenichal" will
be sung by Larry Braniff,
Perry Lipham,LarryLubway,
and David Naas.
Other selections on the program include Choral in E
Minor by Cesar Franck. Trio
Sonata in E Flat and Prelude
in Fugue in G Minor by J.S.
Bach.
The recital is sponsored
by the SIU Depanment of
Music.

Gus Bode

:--

SHOPPING FOR SPACE - Charles M. Pul1ey of the School of Agrieulture: M. B. Arthur •
(center), University Architect. and others toured
the campus in the area of the Egyptian building
recently discussing possible sites for the proposed Forestry Research Building. With him on
the tour were (left to right) W. E. Keepper. dean

Pablo Casals, 19th Century Classical Music,
Featured on Channel 8 'Performing Arts'
writers reaches no agreeTonight's Festival of the 5 p.m.
ment on this question.
Performing Ans will feature
What's New: A look at
"Pablo Casals'· and "'nstrange insects; also. the
formal Classical Music'· at
story of increasing buffalo 8 p.m.
8:30 p.m. overWSIU-TV. This
herds in the West.
Circus: This program features the heyday of the cirprogram features the most recus and the Ringling tent
vered and respected cellist in 6:30 p.m.
during the 1929 season.
the world.
What's
New:
An
examinaOther highlights:
tion of animal families and 8:30 p.m.
of some techniques of
Festival of the Performpantomime.
ing Ans: "Informal Classical Music:' - Albert
7 p.m.
Goldberg. professor of
"The Uses of Dissent" is
Coun of Reason: "'s EngMusic at UCLA. presents a
the subject for tonight's Politlish Changing or Being Corstimulating guide to last
lc~
Leadership program.
rupted?" A panel of teachcentury's greatest concen
which will be broadcast at 7
anists. "Pablo Casals!'
ers. p~f~ssors•. critiCS and
o'clock on WSIU Radio.

'USe<; Of Dissent'

On Radio Tonight

WSIU Radio Program
Other highlights:
GEORGE AXTELLE

'War on Puverty'
Is Axtelle's Topic

12:30 p.m.

News Repon.
I p.m.
Afternoon Serenade.

George Axtelle, professor
of educational administration 2:30 p.m.
and supervision, will lead this
This is Canada: The Nation
week's Plan "A'· discussion.
Develops.
His subject will be the "War
On Poveny:·
3:30 p.m.
Axtelle, editor of the Dewey
Concen Hall: Vivaldi. "The
Publications, has been an SIU
Four Seasons·'; Rachmaniprofessor for a decade.
noff, Piano Conceno No. "
All students and faculty are
in G Minor; Schubert. Octet
welcome to attend. The lecture
in F Major for Clarinet,
will begin at 7:30 p.m. today
Horn, Bassoon and Strings.
at the Plan "A" House.
7 p.m.
Political Leadership.

'Vertigo' Featured
On Tonight's Film

7:30 p.m.
Views of Life: Our Amazing
James Stewart and Kim Novak
World.
star in Alfred Hitchcock's
"Venigo:' the feature of
Movie Hour at 9 p.m. today 8:30 p.m.
Concen: Bach, Fugue in A
in McAndrew Stadium.
Minor, Concerto in DMinor
Frank Hanung. professor at
for Two Violins, and parthe Center for the Study of
tita No.6 in E Minor; HanCrime, Delinquency and
del "Benerice Overture"
Corrections. will deliver
and Concerto Grosso No.3.
the Kultural Komer talk at
8 p.m. at BuUding 128 of
Southern Hills. The subject 10:30 p.m.
is "Delinquency:·
News Repon.
The English Club meets at 7:30
p.m. today in Room F oftbe
Unh,ersity Center.

Refreshment anyone?
Game goes better refreshed.
eoca.cola! With its lively lift. big bold taste,
never too sweet ••• refreshes best.

ddapgo

bef$lth

Spelunkers Meet Today
Tbe Spelunking Club will
meet at 8 p.m. today in the
fireplace area of the Magnolia Lounge in the UniverGus says he thought a little sity
Center. The public is
about going to the World's InVited.
Fair. but he just can't stand
Shop with
to miss ,aU the silly things
DAILY EGYPTIAN
that are going on right here
Advprti!'l.er'!l
on campus.
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Idonal engineer for the U.S. f.orest Service.
D. Lane. director of the Central States Fo;est
Experiment Station, and W. J. Tudor. director
of Area Services.
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Associated Press N<tws Roundup

Deadlock Menaces
.Peace on Cyprus
NICOSIA, Cyprus--A deadlock between Turkey and Cyprus about Greek Cypriot
troop dispositions on the
northwest
coast Tuesday
menaced fhe peace restored
shakily under U.N. auspices.
Turkish air force jets maintained reconnaissance fiigbts.
Premier Ismet Inonu's Ankara administration was reponed continuing military
. preparations to back up its
demand that Greek Cypriot
foeces give up three Turkish
Cypriot villages they have
occupied since last Wednesday and with'lraw from their
encirclement 'of the pon of
Kokkina.
Cyprus' Foreign Minister
Spyros Kyprianou declared the
Greek Cypriot forces will
never withdraw in the Kokkina area.
"Greek Cypriots are ready
to die tt) the last man or
win:' Kyprianou told IlE'WSmen on flying to Athens for
consultation With the Greek

. Midwest Governors
Agree to Orga~
WASHINGTON--Governors and members of Congress from 12 Midwestern
states agreed Tuesday to organize in an effort to::>btain
a greater share of gr'vernment contracts for the Midwest.
After meeting with representatives and senators in
the House Ways and Means
Committee room, the governors met privately and selected Gov. Frank Morrison
of Nebraska, a Democrat, and
Gov. George Romney, Michigan Republican. as their representatives on a six-man exeC:-dtive committee.
Rep. ROben 'raft Jr., ROhiO, and Rep. Joseph E.
Karth. D-Minn., were named
by Morrison, who presided,
to call the 125 House members
from the 12 states together to
select their two representatives to the eJrecutive committee.

24 HOUR
PHOTO SERVIC!E

government about the latest
crisis.
U.N. Secretary-General U
Thanl bas said Turkey ac:cepted unconditionally the ~
peal for a ceasefire, but Western diplomats in Ankara said
it is insisting strongly that
the COUI:a1 area be cleared
of Greek Cypriot troops before tbe truce can be fully
accepted.

These sources said the only
compromise Turkey m1gbt be
persuaded to accept would be
for the captUred YilIages to
be turned over to U.N. lroops
instead ofreoc:cupied by Turkish Cypriot forces.

Controversial
Labor Figure Is
3 rd Slate Choice
CHICAGO--A controversial
labor figure was included in
the final six candidates named
for a 59-member independent
thir.d slate whicb sponsors
plan to run in t!le Nov. 3
Illinois House election.
Sidney Lens. director of
Lo--..a1329.UnitedServiceEmployes Union. AFL-ClO. was
one of five Chicago area peapIe selected to round out the
slate.
Clarence J. Smith, a communications worker, of Alton,
was the downstate man in the
group announced Tuesday by
Roben Winbush, executive director of the Third Slate
co:!'::!t~e;;merly was affiliated With the Revolutionary
Workers League, a defunct
labor group which has a~
peared on the attomey general's USt of subverSive orgaRizations. Lens also was a
founder of the American
Forum for Socialist Education
which a Senate committee
charged was run by a national
committee of
Comn:unists.
Winbush said Lens'conneetion with thenroorganizations
was being studied by the Third
Slate sponsors. He said there
was "a great deal of pressure" bytheVotersforPea~,
one of the third slate sponsor
::::te~O get Lens' name on

a White Youths Plead
Guilty 10 Munier
JACKSONVILLE, F I a. -Three young white men
pleaded guilty to murder
Tuesday in the slaying of a
Negro woman during race r1-

Chinese Contmunist Jets Sent
To Bases in North Viet Nam
WASHlNGTON--The Pentagon said Tuesday a number
Chinese Communist jet
fighters have been sent into
Nortb Vietnamese bases.
Arthur Sylvester, defense
press chief, recalled that last
week Secretary of Defense
Roben S. McNamara had said
he expecteli tbe Red Chinese
to introduce planes into North
Viet Nam,
"We now have indications:'
Sylvester said, "that a number
of ChineseCommunistMlG1Ss
and MlG17s have been introduced im:o Nonb Viet Nam.
"This has been expected for
some time because of known
pre par a t ion s
such as
of

R~
-ta••.'ant Owner

0

Denied Silly rder
ATLANTA--Tbe stage was
set Tuesday for a possible
showdown between civill'igbts
forces and an adamant Atlanta restaurant owner who was
denied more time before he
must begin serving Negroes
uDder tbe new Civil Rights
Act.
In Washington Monday. U.S.

tpr~~~k c::!e!us=n H~~~

lengthening of runways of airfields in the Hanoi area."
Sylvester was asked if Chinese Communists were flying
the planes.
He replied that the pilots
could be North Vietnamese.
trained in China, or "they
could very well be Chinese."
Sylvester said he did not
know whetber these Red Chinese planes are intended for
air defense or other action.
In reply to another question,
Sylvester said there was no
evidence that theae planes
have been flown over South
Vietnamese territory.
He said [bat it has been
known for a long time that
Red China had planes based
on the island of Hainan on
the eastern side of the Gulf
of Tonkin.
He said he did not know
immediately whether the U.s.
Navy planes have been sent
up to look over any Rights
by the Chinese planes.
Both the MlG15s and the
MlG17s are old and slow.
compared with modem jet aircraft of both the free world
.'lnd the Communist camp.
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Senate Sends
Poverty Bill
To President
WASHINGTON--The Senate
sent to president Johnson
Tuesday the $947.5 - million
antipoverty bill designed to
give work to idle youth and
to help low-income families
get off relief.
Completing congressional
action. the Senate accepted
House amendments to the original Senate Vl'rsion evcn
though some were disliked by
sponsors of the bill. The Senate action was by voice vote.
Enactment of the bill ",as
a major victory for Johnson,
who had given the legislation
highest priority in the closing days of the session. If
was opposed by Sen. Barry
Goldwater. Republican presidential nominee.
The money figures in the
bill are authorizations. Congress must vote appropriations in a supplemental bill
if the program is to get start, cl
this fall.
Sargent Shriver, who is e,'.pected to be named to admirister the program, has eS'lmated it should reach 600,000
persons directly in the first
year and up to 7 miIlionfamilies through community action
. projects.
Before passing the bill Saturday, the House put into it
what some senators called
a disturbing loyalty oath and
governors' veto provisions
over some projects.

State GOP Likes
Ticket, Says Page
SPRINGFIELD, ill. -- Ray
Page, state school superintendent, says the entire leadership of the Republican Party
in minois is united behind
Sen. Barry Goldwater in the
election campaign.
Page told a meeting of the
Sangamon County Goldwater
fi>r President organization
Monday nigbt:
"We are united behind
Goldwater and Rep. William
Miller from the top of our
state ticket to the bottom.
There are no exceptions."
Page sald he has attended
several leadership meetings
of state GOP organizations
since the San Francisco national convention last month
and has heard no anti-Goldwater sentiments voiced •

Senate Rules Unit Gives OK
To Appointment of Salinger

quests by restaurant owner
Lester Maddox and an Atlanta
motel for an order staying
WASHINGTON--The Senate tions, which conducted a heareffectiveness of a decision Rules Committee voted 6-1 ing Monday on the challenge
NEUNLIST SfUDIO
tbat the act's public accom- Tuesday for Pierre Salinger raised by George Murphy, Resenator from California. publican nominee for senator
:='=====::====:"':O!!t!s.!j:n.;:M:!;a:!r~c;.::h::.._ _ _ _ _- . :::r.n~h~~:i~:r!S~:~~~ asThe
committee decided on in November.
court tests of the act.
a pany-line vote that the DemSalinger already has taken
In a three-page memoran- ocratic appointment. by Gov. his seat, subject to the inquiry.
dum issued in connection with Edmund G. Brown of CaliSen. B. Everett 10rdan, Ohis refusal. Black said. •• A fornia. was "valid, proper N. C.. announced the R u I e s
judicial restraint of the en- and legal."
Committee decision. and said
The Rules Committee ac- the committee's report and
forcement of one of the most
imponant Sections of the Civil tion fi>llowed a 2-1 party- recommendation to validate
Rights Act would, in my judg- line decision of the Subcom- the seating of the appointed
mittee on Privileges and Elec- successor to the late Sen.
ment,. be unjustifiable."
Clair Engle. D-Calif., will be
1
presented to the Senate today.
The Califi>rnia supreme
Court ruled Monday that the
appointment was valid, rejecting Without comment a request from Murphy, a former
Hollywood actor, that it be
annulled.
Salinger is the DemocratiC
nominee to meet Murphy in
November.
Sen. Carl T. Curtis, RNeb., the only Republican at
Tuesday's meeting of the sub\
IJ
committee and the full Rules
Committee, said he would file
CARBONDALE. ILL.
FINE WOMEN'S SPOR-rSWEAR- 606 S. ILLINOIS
E. MAIN ST.
a minority report.

This Week's Dandy Deal

Cheeseburger Deluxe

•
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Tackle World's Problems
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Anatomy or Desire

Story of Pesticides and Impact
On Living System of Naf;ure
and the ~lJjf predators on the target passed from the tissues of
one living thing to anomer,
species.
bYlf'oOOri"t..:
Cbetnicals don't neces- but they can become more
lUverslty
of
Wisconsin
sarily stay where they are concentrated as they pass
PreSB. 1964. $6.50.
applied. Water running from through a food chain. UltiThe author writes from a large sprayed areas carries mately they may produce death
rich background in venebrate residues of many pesticides in some animal where the
evolution, population studies into the streams. Here a whole caLIse is often unsuspected.
and game management. He chain of events follows. First,
In a late treated with DDD
aims to present. so far as all animal life in the streams (close relative of DDT) to
the facts are known, the is likely to suffer. In iorest kill midge larvae, food chains
WHOLE story of pesticides aprayin. with DDT us,iDg only led to concentrations as high
and their use. with results.
as 1600 parts per million in
Tbere is no argument prethe visceral fat of grebes. This
sented for the complete dis-"
was 80,000 times the concencontinuance of chemical contration in the water. Fish
trols of animal and plant life.
from the lake showed up to
Instead, the book presents
196 p.p.m. of DDD in the
the necessity of first underedible flesh while the tolerstanding the environment in
ance set up by the Food and
which the chemical is to be
Drug Administration is 7
used, the nature and effects
p.p.m. in marketable foods.
of the various compounds
As to the future, the author
commonly used and the effects
states that crop systems are
not only on the pest to be
necessarily ecologically simcontrolled but through the replified for the economical prosulting food chains and over
duction of food and fiber. This
the effective period of the
, frequently causes a few s!JeCpesticide.
ies of organisms to increase
The approach is well stated
beyond the thresholds we can
in the introduction, "The
tolerate.
fields. forests. ranges and
These species then become
waters are living system.
pests. However. chemical
capable of change. With wise
kills should only be used to
and cautious manipulation
"buy" enough time to work
these producing environments half a pound per acre in New out effective and permanent
Will cominue to supply our Brunswick it was fouft4! tbat solutions.
needs and pleasures.
"Present chemical pest
salmon spawning streams
"Prudently directed ec0- about 90 per cent of yearling control practices are often
logical disturbances for the fish. 70 per cent of the parr an incongruous mixture of acspecial satisfactions of man size and all of the aquatic tual need. superficial appraisrequire no justification. Wben insects were killed. It takes al, unbalanced perspective and
pesticides aresltillfullyinter- five to six years for signifi- expediency. We can no longer
calated into liYing systems cant recovery of the insect afford to .ilsmiSB piecemeal
with comprebensive knowl- population.
tbe 'separate' problems that
edge of their target purpose~
from
uncontrolled
But the harm to fisb and arise
the effects they produce. and other cold - blooded vene- cbemicals in living environthe values they influence, they brates i8 not always apparent. ments. Tbere are no separate
too require no justification.
problems."
'·Unfonunately. most pesti- Although death may not result,
cide practices do not measure poiSOns may be stored particularly
in
the
fat
and
reproup to these standards. We
have little enough understand- ductive organs. This may
ing of the dynamics of biolog- cause monality or defects
ical environments. Yel now in the young. If the animal is Advertising: A New APRU@b.
we are altering them at a rate eaten by a predator, it may by waIter"""'tiii1In.
e,
that precludes our under- be Itilled. Among the warm- Brown and Co., Boston, 1963.
standing. Moreover, tbe ap- blooded venebrates mucb of
pearance of new pesticides the poisoning is secondary.
There are few things in
Crustaceans are panicu- our daily lives whieb create
and of new and profound effects from those long in use larly vulnerable. At .05 pans more comment consistently
bas outpaced the rate at which per million of DDT in the than advertising. Most perwaters, 90 per cent of larval sons comment with the ceroysters are killed and the rest tainty of tbe expen, yet fe.
cannot grow normally.
really have given serious
Reviewed by
Going back to the soil where tbought to the full ramificapesticides were used, anomer tions of why and how adverN.W. Hosley
series of effect. is possible. tising affects them.
Richness of the soil comes
k took a British author,
from the life Within it. but who bolds the only academic
Department of Forestry
soil biology is probably the post in the subject of advermoat neglected area of pest tising in the entire United
their effects can be control research. DDT has Kingdom, to present one of
been found in concentrations the most honest critiques on
inVestigated."
An indication of the size of from 35 to 113 pounds per the subject of advenising yet
of the pesticide industry can acre in the soil under apple written.
be gotten from sales figures trees.
Taplin caDs bis boot a new
The specifiC effects of pes- approach that "is neitber an
and areas treated. In 1939
pesticide
sales were ticides on the soil are reduc- apologia nor an attack, but it
$49.000,000; in 1959 tbey tion of fenility (practically is something more ~inpor
reacbed $300,OOO,C1lO and in unstudied), faunal simplifica- tant--a definition which tells
1975 they are expected to reach tion (pest speciea are usually both adveniser and consumer
a billion dollars. DDT. the hardy while their enemies are wberE' be stands in relation
most widely used pesticide. noO, chemicals in the ground to this massive feature of
ill 1958 reached a produCtion coming to the surface in bio- contemporary life." It is just
of 145.000,000 pounds. In Dutch logical carriers (earthworms thatl
elm disease treatmentS alone concentrate sucb cbemicals),
Faculty and students of
tbe eqUivalent of 2,000.000 and resistant strains of soil marketing, journalism and reacres bas been sprayed. This organisms.
lated professional fields wiD
Uttle attention bas been find the book most enlightentreatment is thought to have
given to the ultimate disposi- ing. entenaining, and worthkilled millions of birds.
.Frese.. checking of a pes- tion of pesticide residues. while. Faculty and students
ticide often ends with tbe be- Breakdown or conversion in the social aciences and
lief that an application will products may be more toxic bumanities who attempt to
kill a panicular pest and will than the parent residues. Also. assess tbe role of advertising
not ause noticeable harm to these may be carried long dis- in our society and economy
other valuable plantS or ani- tances in the tissues of mig- should consider it a must.
mals. This is only the stan ratory animals. WQOdC'.ock on
The first two-thirds of this
of '.'fhat may happen, perhaps the breP.ding grounds of New succinct volume examines the
over a period of years. First, Brunswick were carrying 0.18 general ideas involved in adwith insecticides, there is the pans per million of heptacb- v e r ti sin g: the economic
likelihood of tilling many lor and its epoXide. Tbis came causes, the nature of human
species beside the target one. frpm areas treated for fire wants. the functions and limitations of information, the
Often animals killed are bene- ant control in Louisiana.
Not only can chemicals be an of persuasion both Ilenuficial forms and may even be
Pesticides

fjascape.

Mauriac Puzzle Proves
Gratification Is Futile
-t..U

w

~
fiW. by
Claude Mauriaeo Translated
from the French by Richard
Howard. New York: George
Braziller, 1964, 308 pp.
$4.95.

"I'd like this book," says
the narrator of .All Women
Are Fatal. Uto be all the
1iUder to read since its subject is attractive, not to say
provocative. Its composition
would be rigorous, thougb it
would seem lax. Scrupulous
correspondences. Subtle balances. Hidden symmetries.
Coexistence of the accountable (which I would clarify
when it was time) and what
would never be elUCidated by
tht: narrator since he himself wouldn't possess the
key."
Benrand Carnejoux. the
"I" of Mauriac's other novels,
is here commenting on the
book be hopes to write. It wiD
be
~
Metaphvsics of
PhY8ical:Jt~aps I!w.
~
but the
reader recognizes that it is in
fact the book he bas before
him.
All
of the commems
Carnejoux mates about bis
projected book are keys to
this one--keys which Carnejoux. as narrator. doe. not
indeed possess. He remarks
elsewhere that his book will
be "essay more than novel",
and 80 All Women Are Fatal
is. Maur"'1iiC writes four eSiiiYii
on sex cast in stream of consciousness narrative.
The reader's problem is
that of form. a problem to
which readers of the modem
novel bave already become
accustomed. The book is

puzzle rather than pornography, a philosophical examination of the anatomy of <!eAire, the futility of persollaI
gratification, tbe problem of
aging and death.
Carnejoux is ful! of anxiety
about all of these matters.
,. bachelor With a spectacular
sel"ies of mistresses. he fears
that he may be incapable of
the emotional responsibilities
of marriage. Faced with the
national
mobilization fer
World War II. he knows that
he may not surVive the war.
Death is an immediate concern, and in the sexual act
he seeks an answer to death.
This "real gameofpaUence
for care!ul readers" may not
be to everyone's taste. None
of the persons--inrealityoruy
a list of names--becomes real
to us. They scarcely af"ecl
one another and they do not
affect us at aD. Carne joux
himself remains virtually
two - dimensional,
since
Mauriac presents his reflections on only one subjec<,.
Tbere is in this book a
great deal of perceptive psychological analYSis and an incisive epigrammatic style that
Mr. Howard's translation
seems to preserve. This is
probably not sufficient to mate
.6Il ~ ~ f!W.a great
noveL1i"WaiJ"ldauriac's first
nove). published in 1957;however. it is his fourth to be
translated
for
Eng Ii s b
readers. As a first novel it
is not unimpressive, and
Mauriac's English speaking
public wiD be grateful to Mr.
Howard and Braziller for
malting it available to tbem.
James A. sappenfield

Critique Of Advertising's Role

DONALDG. IDLEIIAN

ine and false, competition, and
morals. These are the
thought-providing chapters.
hi g h I Y recommended. but
STOP beret

Revi.wed by
Donald G. Hileman
Department of Journalism
The remaining third of the
bOok treats with the practice
of advertising involving such
subjects a8 appropriations,
budgets, agencie~ and techniques. These chapters are as
simple and out-of-comext as
the preceding ma.erial is profound and appropriate. One
gets the feeling (panlcularly
if he's read many boolcs on
advenising) that these chapters were needed to complete
the book--pbysically, that is.
But don't let this detract from

the wonderful contribution of
tile first six chapters. Jus t
don't spend time with the last
four.
With the danger of misrepresenting Taplin by taking
phrases out of context. the reViewer does offer an exce:flpt
to whet the appetite of the
reader in bope it might stimulate him to read the booIc:.
"Social life and persuasion
are inseparable••••We really
do live and conduct our affairs by inference and induction. We cannot 'prove' many
of the propoSitions on which
we base our everyday life.
We act on babit. We take all
the sbon cuts. We are continually persuading e a c b
other. because life is too sholt
and too complex for more
satisfactory inte llect ual
procedures.
"So long as we are aware
of this we need not be unduly
worried about it. We shall
probably not succeed either in
fact or in argument in distinguishing between what actually exists and what we want
to exist. It is enough to aim
at conviction wbile recognizing that we must normally
put up with persuasiOn, and
to recognize the imperfections
of persuasion while rememb..."X'ing that it is not the
least bumane of the devices
of social relations.
"Advenising :a soaked
through and through with persuasion. So is life. We need
not accept tbat as a thorOUghly
desirable state of affairs. Nor
is there the slightest danger
that we sball do so. But we
must distinguish between advenising for good ends and advenising for bad ends."

1964 Summer Commencement Address

What Comes of Trained Intelligence?
Ralph A. Mlcken. chairman
of the Department of Speech.
was selected at the suggestion of the student body to
deliver the Summer Commencement Address. The text
of his speech is printed below:
Remembering my own undergraduate experience. I am
rftoved to wonder about you
people out there in the caps
and gowns. What did you seek
here? And did you get It?
Some years ago I came to
college because I w,.nted to
!sD2l! more. Heaven belp me.
lt was as simple as that.
and in a way rm glad.
Of course. in these days of
vocational guidance. aptitude
analysis. and career potential
studies I must accept the fact
that you did not come to college as I did. This is not to
suggest that 30 years ago
we lived above such crass
and mundane matters as how
to make a living. but rather
that job training had not become an exact science andjob
seeking a kind of career in
itself. There seems to be
more training than learning
these days. But to get back
to the questions I've asked.
With all this education going
on around you and within you.
how do you feel you have come
out?
For what have you prepared
yourselves? In terms of responslbUities what have you
let yourselves in for?
Perhaps before we try to
decide what comes of education. we should define it.
I shall be a bit arbitrary and
say that primarily education
is the informing and training
of the intelligence. It seems
likely that this definition will
cover all the important things
that go on at the university
in one way or another.
Although we seem not as
Sflre about it as we were a
few years back. it may still
be said that raw intelligence
is a fairly fixed thing. We
can't add much to it--or reduce it significantly here. We
can, however. hope to liberate
it Il..1d implement it and habituate people to the use of it.
I am sure that you have been
aware of our working on these
things at Southern minois University during your stay. BI.'":
education (formal educatiG.
the kind you came here tl.
get) trains not only the mind;
it also has to do with
cJtaracter.
The intelligence is trained
not only to select those elements necessary to combine
for intellectual accomplishment, but also trained to ~
moral i!IIIIWmt upon t"""l'iOie
elements.
A physician';; son from Stagiros, a bright young Greek
from the 4th Century B.C.
named Aristotle, went to the
same institution of higher

learning fer 20 years (hIstory
does not record how much
of this time was spent in
general studies) and studies
pretty much under tbe same
professor for the same 20
years. This may seem strange
to students I hear complaining
about a lack of variety in
instructlon--"why I've had the
same professor four times
this yearl" Perhaps the fact
that Arlstode's professor was
Plato made a difference. Aristotle made a point for the
importance of character along
with intelligence when he
wrote, ..... as a rule we trust
men of good character more.
and more quickly. about things
in general; while on matters
outside the realm of exact
knowledge; when opinion la
divided
we
trust them
absolutely'"
Anyone who insists upon
the importance of good character Is wasting his time If
he is not wflling to answer

experiences, called courses.
Unfortunately, you can't enroll for Courage 300 or Advanced Friendliness 420. But
if while you were becoming
able you were not also becoming willing to provide
leadersbip in your world. my
remarks and most of the lives
of your professors have been
wasted.
But if we have done our
work here, you swelter in your
robes tonight tbe recognizable
product of trained intelligence. You have been provided with information. a
method, and a set of attitudes.
Your peculiar gifts have been
fostered as QuintUian put it so
well.
Now what are the consequences Utely to be?

amazing how little we know?
Yes. But in the face of inadoaquacy of information and
method should we give up?
No. Because you, with all your
admitted shortcomings, are
better prepared than most to
tackle the problems of mankind. Don't become a kind of
professional 9O-lb. weakling,
immobolized before all tbe
possibUities your study has
revealed--unable to see the
forest of decisive action because of the trees of alternate
choice.
But what may we expect on
the good side? Practically
everything useful and beneficial that has happened to
man in the 20th century and
very likely before.
Tile piDB made in science

:r

::n,.~es;.l~n~ ';:::~:s ~
I think the difficulty of the
task of Identifying goodness
in man has been over-rated.
I hope I am not wrong about
this because I believe that
high standards of character
are essential if we are to
justify bothering with people
at all. I see no reason why
we should go on with our effort to control the earth or
the universe If we are not
worth having around and I
firmly believe that goodness
is just as Important as
knowledge.
Certainly commencement
night is a fine occasion to attempt the identification of
sound cha.acter. Let me suggest the following qualities:
Consistency without
inflexibility.
Fairness without vacillation. When the trained mind
views such matters as racial
discrimination, there are no
issues. It is a matter of simple
fairness.
Honesty short of stupid,
brutish insistence on every
iota of truth.
Courage, but not foolhardiness. Insensitivity to danger
may scarcely be called
bravery. I refer to resolution arrived at afterrealfear.
Friendliness but notc!umsy
friendliness. Not the pesky
Saint Bernard puppy type.
Group mindedness but in the
sense of participating in the
grouP. not .lWI!!I. in it. A
certain amOunt of permisiveness here, not smothered in
sugary reasonableness.
Independence -- I treasure
for you the clean. sweet experience of standing alone on
principle. I do not mean plain
bullheadness -- picking thick
walls to beat your head
against.
Actually you have been accumulating expertness in
carefully selected educational

(Continuecl on Page 8)

RALPH MlCKEN

Unfortunately, certain undesirable results often follow
education. Let me warn you
about some of these.
First, avoid the smug inertia of limited accomplishment. for this is the end of
all growth. I don't mean that
excusable limpness of one who
has just thrown himself across
the finish line in victory.
You're entitled to that. I refer
to the feeling of those who,
having broken one barrier.
never get up and run again,
never move another mental
muscle thereafter. I've known
hundreds of such people. Don't
be one of them. There remains a lot to learn and do.
Don't try to excuse inertia
as a recognition of limitations. There isn·t a person
here tonight without some unfinished business in the
world.
Second, beware of the arrogance of the expert. When
the advantage given you by
superior training is so e"ident
the temptation is great to
stifle speculation by others
less fortunate. smother expression of opinion by others
less expert, and go about making ex cathedra pronouncements, -- the self-conscious
expert can do more harm than
good.
Third, the indecision of
limitations realized. Isn't it

and technology from refrigeration to automation. Discoveries calculated to make
men live longer. in greater
animal comfort and in greater
numbers are tbe products of
intensively trained intelligence. Atomic fission--the
Bomb--the new Frankenstein
monster made alive in the
storms of war.
Data processing - do you
view the approach of the computer with the same uneasy
suspicion you once reserved
for invaders from outer
space? Even so here is a whole
new area opened to man by
man
through trained
Intelligence.
In terms of things dealing
with human relations--sociology, politics, psychology,
economics. and communication, we have a much tougher
problem. The luman factor
looms larger; we have emotional
involvement. When
technology perfected modem
plumbing noOOciy c:Hed !!!)On
regional pride to defend the
old-fashioned outhouse. When
the automobile was mass
produced efficiently, nobody
proposed a new political parry
to maintain the status of the
horse and buggy.
Can you imagine scientists
attempting to achieve results
in the laboratory with a method
as initially ill-conceived and
inadequate as our national
electoral system? As a matter

~--~----------------------~~

Daily Egyptian Classified Ads
Classified ad.ertisin, rate .. 20 _rds or less are 51.00 per
insertion; additional worcls 'i.e cents each; 'our consecutive
issues far $3.00 (20 _rds). PClJoble before the deadline.
which is two dClJs prior to publication. except for TuesdCIJ's
pap"". which is noon FridCIJ.
Th. Doil, Egypti"n does not refund money when ads are can·
celled.
The Dail, Egyptian r•• er ••• the right to reject any advertising

FOR REM r

WANTED
Ride wanted Herrin to SIU.
Corrtoct Carol,n Wilcox. 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. call 453-2211. After
5:30p.m. call WI 2·S196. 200-203

Housing is our business. Let
Villag. Rentals find ,au a
ploc. ta li.e. Apts. houses.
tooilers. 417 W. Muin. Phone
457-41«.
198-201
Fumish ... 3 roam apartment.
Mal.. $80.00 month. 311 W.
Walnut.
200-207

FOR SALE

~':.:: ~:id= ;;!:"'!5.chM":~:

SERVICES OFFERED
Triunoph cycl.. 6SO c.c. Ex.
cellent condition.
Call 5-'93177 aft.. S p.....
199-202
1963. SSX10 ft. mobil. hom••
Exc.llent conditi....
900 E.
Po"'-Phone 457-5-'17. 200-203
1956 Am.ricon troller. IX41 ft.
See at ..... 11 C.d. L ... Trail.
er Court or phon. 549.2693 of.
t.,.. S .......
199·202
Steroo record - steroo playback
tap. recorder. 63 _d.l. Little
us.. V• .., good condition. 5235
including extemoll, amplified
sp.oker_ $OS new. Com. or
send cord to Dunn Apt no. 1.
Carbondal..
191-201p

Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Lalceslde Pre-School. Mrs. A.G.
R....our. dir.ctor, Rt 2 CarterPh_ 985-2"5. ~ mil ••
north of Rt. 13 on Cambria Rd.
199-202

"iII..

SIU staff m.mbers. Tax shel.
tered ..nuity pi... for SIU
""'Ploy.es. I.. lieu of th_suol
solicitation Continental Assur.
anc. Company has and will
contin u. to m..... _ail able p"".
sonol consultation with one of
their home o"ice repre ... tafive..

Those

interested •••

participatin, ... ur,ed to make
full use of this service. Time:

E=:iti::'-c!."Ters:..~.- ~!;::

Anth-.y Hall.

199.203c
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College Slwuld Train Character
A.s WeU as Mind, Micken Says

A Rude Awakening

Shroyer Invites 54
To 1st Grid Drills
Twenty lettermen will be
among tbe 54 varsity football
team hopefuls who will return
to campus september I for tbe
opening of football drills.
Football Coach Don Sbroyer's "invitation" to the p1ayers reminded them that not only the weather but the competition for a spot on the
team will be hot.
" Anyone thinking that the
worst Is over is going to be
in for a rude awakening september V' said Shroyer. who
took over the head football
caoching post lastspringfrom
Carmen Piccone.
"The real work Is yet
to come:' he emphasized.
Shroyer. a native of Loving~on who enjoyed great coachm~ success in a five-year
reIgn at Carmi High School
a.nd a six-year stay at Milhkin University. Decatur.
concentrated on installing a
new offense for the Saluk1s
during the spring session. Although bearlnS the same "pro
type" classification as that
which SIU's 1963 club carried.
It may be difficult tilts season
to recognize a great deal of
ac~al similarity.
JIm Han. junior quarterback from Morton Grove. may
be the only common ingredient
of both teams•• "That's one
spot we. wouldn t want to disturb:' Shroyer Said. as he believes the 6-2. 195-poundfield
general has the characteristics. of becoming an outstanding passer.
M.ter briefly .reviewing offen~lve plans mstalled last
sprIng. the Sl!!t!kig will !:legin
work almost immediately on
defensive assignments and responsibilities.

(Continued from Page 7)

"We seldom mentioned
defense to any of our players
last spring:' Shroyer said.
"and yet their taclding and
coverage in the final practice
game was good at times. Play
of our InterIor linemen was
particularly guod and I"m not
anticipating any problems that
we shouldn't be able to solve:'
Despite an advance warning
that players reporting for
spring practice would be facIng the "hardest. most severe
conditioning drills of your
lives:' 96. the largest squad
in SIU's history. showed up.
Tho s e
who have been
included:
Ends--Dave Bolger Nortb
Chicago; DonGladden.Makanda; Ed Hughes. Chicago; Ron
Leonard. Chicago; Tom Massey. Runnemede. N.J.; Mike
McGinnis. Jacksonville; PhilUp Rapp. Mundelein; Bonnie
Shelton. Columbus. Ga.; Guy
Sheridan.
Hillsboro; John
Stafford Metropolis.
Tackl;s--I s a a c Brigham
Chipley Fla.· Bobby Dodl
Virden" Jact Honegger. For~
rest. Bill Lepsl. Cicero; Jim
Olson. Chicago; JI1l1 selben.
Duquoin; Jim Westhoff. St.
Louis;
Willie Wilkerson
Memphis. Tenn.
•
G u a r IS s--Yale Corcoran
Chicago; David Cronin.
Part· Paul Della Veccb1a
Pbili~delphla· Lewis Hines'
Memphis; jack Holderer:
Champaign; Ron Kirsch. Chicago; Mitchell Krawczyk.
Cleveland; Dan Lanno. Philadelphia;
Earl O·Malley.
Fairfield; Vic Pantaleo .Chicago; Larry Wolfe West
Frankfort.
•
C en te r s--J 0 h n Bullaro
Elmhurst; Dan Gallagher:

DON SHROYER
Chicago; Ben."1ie HilI. Owaneco; Pete Lenzini. Carbondale; Gene Miller. Bemon.
Gary Olson. Mattoon; Bob Toberman. Carbondale.
Quanerbaclts--J 1m H art.
Morton Grove. Doug Mougey.
Rittman. Ohio.
Flanter bacts--Dennls
Giesete. Bellwood; Rudy Phillips. Decatur; Warren Stahlhut. Edwardsville.Wayne
Thames. Hattiesburg. MiSs.
R1IDIdDg bacts--Don Deck.
Monon Grove; Norm Johnson.
Philadelphia; John McKibben.
Harvey; Cbarles Warren.
Centralia; Richie Weber. Mattoon; Carl Woodson. Picayune.
Miss.

Jh.:llbacks--Bllly Barr.
West Prankfon; BIll Fudala.
Chicago; Greg Olaon. POlt
Lake. Irv Rhodes. Ronco. PL;
Monty Rlffer. Vandergrift. Pa.

of fact. it seems to me that
most of the wort done on the
human relations side bas been
directed ::.t ""tishing our
curiosity rather tban our
needs. But I suppose we have
needed diagnosis before prescription and treatment. I bave
no doubt that we may now
expect a great deal more In
these areas when your kind of
trained intelligence Is brought
to bear upon the problems.
How sball I conclude my
remarks? I retum to character. You should be better
prepared to live with yourself
and those near you. In spite
of your intense awareness of
tbe vocational goals. and your
preoccupation with expertness
we have failed if your intelligence basn't been trained to
wort in all tbe buman affairs
of the day in fairness and
decency.
I toow everyone bas saId
this to tbe graduate from the
beginning. It will simply bave
to be repeated until It is more
generally believed. You must
be--it is intelligent to be--a
. . . man as well as alearned
man. It bas been said that
credibility Is based upon
~but trust is based
To mate use of
tbe tralning you have bad you
must have both.

IIPOIf

•

lsocrates. a very fin e
ancient Greek educator (only'
incidentally. I'm sure. agreat
teacher of speech) put it well.
He asked. "Whom then do I
wll e:Uucated since I exclude
the ans and sciences and
speCialities?" and he
answered:
·'Flrst. those who manage
well tbe circumstances they
encounter day by day. and who
possess judgment which is
accurate in meetingoccasions
and wbo rarely miss the
proper course of action.
Next. those who are decent
and honorable in their dealings with others. tolerating
easily and with good nature
what Is unpleasant and offensive in others. and being
themselves as agreeable and
reasonable with others as It
Is possible to be. Further.
those who hold tbeir pleasures
under control and are not unduly overcome by their misfortunes. bearing up under
them as bravely as they can.
Most Imponant of all. those
not spoiled by success--wise
and complete men possessed.
of all the virtues:·
.
A large order--JOU woo"t
make it. But Join U8 in the
effort and we"ll all move a
l1tt1e closer to being good and
usetul people in a world we
have made better.

oak

Bill Seeks to Mobilize Forces
Of Nation to Combat Poverty
(Continued from Page 1)
Another section of the regram. the newly created' port states that the purpose
agency authorized to enter the of the ....uk-training proagreements with institutions grams. such as the one in
of higher learning.
which SIU is interested. it "to
According to the Senate re- introduce youth to work which
pon. federal funds would be can and sbould benefit both the
..
trainee and the community;
used to pay part of the cost to point them in the direction
of pan-time employment for of permanent useful
undergraduate or graduate empJoymem:"
st~ents from low-Income
This pan of the program
families to permit them to is designed to provide wort
enter upon or continue col- experience and occupational
lege-level education."
training to increase the emTbis would Involve 140.000 ployabilityof youth tntbeprocollege students the first year. gram. the repon added.
the report stated.
The measure sent to the
Another area In which SIU President Tuesday was in the
is interested is in the train- form of an authorization. ApIng of key personnel for a propriation of funds must be
Job Corps.
provided in a separate
According to the Senate re- measure"
pon. the JobCorpswouldseet
The total "package" was
to provide educatiOn. wort $947.500.000. Of this. $412.experience and vocational 500.000 would be used for
t r a i n i n g in conservatiCin youth programs. $340.000.000
camps and residential train- for community action proing centers.
grams. $50.000.000 for rural
The first year. 40.000 young p·1verty programs. and
men and women would be en- $150.00:>.000 for the workrolled. and 100.000 next year. experience proposal.
according to the plan. They
The Office of Economic
would be in camps of 100 to Opponunity would distribute
200 members. SIU wants to the funds to existing federal
train directors and counselors agencies.
for these camps.
Wort-training would be opTitle V of the bill is for a erated through the U.s. Dew 0 r t - experience program panment of Labor. wortwbose cost is estimated at study and adult basic educa$150.000.000. This provides tion through Health. Education
for payments of costs "of ex- and Welfare; rural antiperi mental. pilot or demon- poverty through the U.S. Destration projects designed to partment of Agriculture;
stimulate the adoption by the small-business loans through
states of programs providing the Small Business Adminisconstructive wort experience 'tution; and community work
or training for unemployed and training projects through
fathers and needy persons:' Health. Education and Welfare.

When they decide to BUY • • •
YO.U can be there, Mr. ADVERTISER!
These students study the advertising in the The Daily
Egyptian to get the information they need to buy wisely.

Before they decide to buy, most students turn
to the advertising in THE DAILY EGYPTIAN as
their guidepost to the best values. If you have
something to sell, you can be present at their
"hour of decision" by advertising in their campus newspaper .•• your ONE BEST PLACit to
make friends and influence student buying!

Ph'one 453-2354
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